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The recent sell-off in the U.S. high-yield (HY) market certainly garnered a good deal of attention. Indeed, with HY spreads
in general narrowing to levels not seen since 2014, and before that the 2003–2007 period, investors began to entertain
the idea that the widening in spreads that occurred from late October through mid-November could be a turning point
in the credit markets. To quote ESPN’s College GameDay host Lee Corso: “Not so fast, my friend”.
Let’s rewind the tape to take a look at exactly what happened in the HY market during the aforementioned time frame.
From the recent low point of 326 basis points (bps) on October 24, HY spreads subsequently rose by 53 bps to 379 bps,
completely reversing the rally investors had witnessed post-Labor Day.
Change in U.S. High-Yield Spread by Sector 11/15/17 vs. 10/24/217

Oftentimes, spread widening in the HY arena is precipitated by a sell-off in the Energy sector, which tends to act as a
drag on the asset class as a whole. While the Energy sector did take part in this most recent episode, this table
underscores the point that this was more than just a “single-sector” phenomenon, as essentially all of the underlying
categories experienced wider spread readings. The three worst-performing sectors were Telecom, Consumer Staples and
Technology. It should be noted, however, that HY sectors can be somewhat concentrated, so a bad performance by a
single issuer or two could skew the result of the overall sector, accordingly.
As opposed to taking broad market exposure to corporate HY, investing in a smart beta strategy can provide access to
bonds with more attractive credit fundamentals. Deteriorating profitability or increasing debt levels, for example, are fact
ors that may trigger a sell-off in a company’s debt.
Here at WisdomTree, leverage and proﬁtability are two of the factors considered to screen for quality and tilt toward
income. Our view is that companies with positive free cash ﬂow are well positioned to meet their interest expenses, have
greater ﬂexibility to manage their balance sheet and ultimately have a higher probability of paying back the principal on
a bond. To generate healthy income, our smart beta credit strategies weigh bonds by a spread over Treasuries, which
has been adjusted for probability of default. Such an approach provides a bias away from companies with higher
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leverage while enhancing a strategy’s income potential. A highly leveraged company may have difﬁculty managing both
liabilities as well as operating expenses, and this should be factored in when investing in HY bonds.
In fact, several of the Telecom and Consumer Staples bonds that sold off in November had negative free cash ﬂow.
Roughly 25% of the sell-off in the ﬁrst half of November came from bonds with negative free cash ﬂow (on average over
the past three years). Within the Telecom sector, many companies take on higher levels of leverage and do so with large
capex expenditures. Higher-leveraged companies have borrowings that are materially higher than their earnings. When
generating income in a HY strategy, we believe it is important to consider both the coupon as well as the probability
that a company can make these interest payments.
Conclusion
Since reaching the recent mid-November peak, the HY market has since bounced back, with spreads recovering by 25
bps, or a 47% retracement. Admittedly, it seems difﬁcult for the HY sector to continue to post the positive returns that
have been evident over the last two years. In fact, future bouts of spread widening should not be ruled out. However,
outside of periods of economic/ﬁnancial stress, history tells us that this is where spread levels can potentially reside.
Often, investors look at turns in the credit cycle, especially HY, as a potential harbinger for selling in the equity markets.
We do not see this latest bout of HY selling as indicative of a turn in the credit cycle, and as a result, there is no
corresponding signal for the equity market.

Unless otherwise noted, data source is Bloomberg, as of November 21, 2017.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
High Yield : Sometimes referred to as “junk bonds,” these securities have a higher risk of default than investment-grade
securitie.
Spread : Typically refers to a difference between a measure of yield for one asset class and a measure of yield for either a
different subset of that asset class or a different asset class entirely.
Basis point : 1/100th of 1 percent.
Smart Beta : A term for rules-based investment strategies that don’t use conventional market-cap weightings.
Factor : Attributes that based on its fundamentals or share price behavior, are associated with higher return.
Quality : Characterized by higher efﬁciency and proﬁtability. Typical measures include earnings, return on equity, return
on assets, operating proﬁtability as well as others. This term is also related to the Quality Factor, which associates these
stock characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.
Balance sheet : refers to the cash and cash equivalents part of the Current Assets on a ﬁrms balance sheet and cash
available for purchasing new position.
Treasury : Debt obligation issued by the U.S. government with payments of principal and interest backed by the full faith
and credit of the U.S. government.
Capex : Funds used by a company to acquire or upgrade physical assets such as property, industrial buildings or
equipment. This type of outlay is made by companies to maintain or increase the scope of their operations.
Coupon : The annual interest rate stated on a bond when it’s issued. The coupon is typically paid semiannually. This is
also referred to as the “coupon rate” or “coupon percent rate.&rdquo.
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